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A four view painting is a new term for the type of panting I came up with in 2014-2015.
DEFINITION

A four sight painting is a depiction, which contains four anamorphic illusion images in itself. The work is
created on a plane surface and placed horizontally inside an installation or a sculptural object
(however, as can be seen in one of the work example image provided - can also be painted on a plane
surface without any borders). Each three-dimensionally perceivable image can be discerned from a
precise viewpoint, which is located on a particular distance from each side of the artwork. The location
of the spectator's eye angle regarding the picture affects the way he perceives the sight. It may seem
as if the same visualised object (or a space) transforms into another if observed from a different point
of view.
I presented the four view painting An Object in the Void in a geometric sculptural object, which
consists of two cone shapes attached to each other. The painting has been painted with oil on a roundshaped flat piece of wood. The surface has been placed paralelly to the ground in between the two
cones connecting the shapes.
The painting is lit up with a light bulb from the inside of the object.
The artwork is not forsed upon the viewer. Moreover, the viewer is protected from the painting and vice
versa through the sculptural object. If the viewer, however, makes the decision to understand and
interact with the art piece - he can peek inside and see the core of the work.
Each of the four pictures painted on the same surface is connected to each other and the two-cone
sculptural shape.
An Object in the Void reflects the idea that an object can be a space, the turned around shape of itself,
a pattern or it’s own tip - simultaneously.
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